Flexible Control: Pelco Surveillance Solutions for Office Complexes
Office building security professionals face unique challenges from mitigating cyber-attacks to minimizing system downtime. Regardless of your role within a security team that monitors office complexes, you need access to surveillance solutions that are intelligent enough to address unique challenges within these environments while also remaining flexible and affordable enough to expand with the size of the complex.

Here are some ways Pelco provides targeted solutions that boost operational efficiency in office complexes.

### Our Solutions for Ensuring a Comfortable and Safe Environment for Tenants

**Manage Critical Threats**

*VideoXpert* offers real-time event detection of people, vehicles, and static objects by way of automatic alerts, camera tracking, and advanced video analytics so security managers can respond within seconds. This not only replaces manual video review, but also mitigates property damage and potentially saves lives.

**Proactive Cybersecurity**

Pelco helps you adopt a proactive approach to *cybersecurity* so you can mitigate data breaches. We offer solutions that keep cybersecurity in mind through every step of the design process, and our policies and resources are here to help you establish a cybersecurity system that keeps sensitive data safe.

**Improve Traffic Flows**

Office complexes can be rampant with excess traffic, especially during mornings and afternoons. Security managers can use our automatic license plate recognition (ALPR) software, *VideoXpert Plates*, to help improve traffic and establish access control across the complex.

---

**Office Complex Challenges at a Glance**

- Ensuring a comfortable, productive, and safe environment for tenants
- Enhancing visibility and detection across the complex
- Monitoring multiple or large complexes without placing strains on budgets
- Addressing unauthorized entry, theft, and vandalism
- Increasing operational efficiency across the complex
Our Solutions for Enhancing Visibility and Detection Across the Complex

- **Eye Level Views**
  With a 12MP fisheye lens and a choice of outdoor and indoor models, security operators will be able to experience dewarped panoramic views in areas that require eye-level coverage with the Evolution 180 camera.

- **A Camera Built for Difficult Lighting Conditions**
  With options featuring 4K resolution or Wide Dynamic Range, the Spectra Professional IR camera series allows security professionals to leverage infrared illumination (IR), which offers sharp images without any light up to 150 meters from the camera in poorly-lit areas such as loading docks or parking lots.

- **Seamless Visibility**
  With Pelco Camera Link, you have access to a solution that can automatically track people or objects of interest. It allows you to combine the capabilities of our Optera camera, which provides seamless panoramic coverage, and our Spectra Enhanced with 30x optical zoom for enhanced visibility and detection.

---

Our Solution for Efficiently Monitoring Multiple or Large Complexes

- **Remote Monitoring Across the Complex**
  For security operators who need ways to effectively secure office complexes, Pelco Elevate, our cloud-based, local monitoring, and diagnostic solution, provides remote video surveillance monitoring of VMS licenses, camera firmware, server software, and overall system health. Pelco Elevate also features cloud aggregation and escalation across multiple sites.

Our Solution for Addressing Unauthorized Entry, Theft, and Vandalism

- **Take Control of Security Breaches with Access Control**
  With VideoXpert’s access control feature, you have the ability to lock and unlock doors remotely using the VxMaps feature so you can efficiently curb security breaches and threats that put your office complex and its tenants at risk.
Our Solutions for Increasing Operational Efficiency

• **Minimal Downtime, Reliable System**
  IT managers and directors will experience minimal downtime through VideoXpert, our best-selling VMS. With just a single UI for investigations and video export, you can also quickly run reports on each camera in the system to ensure that each monitored area of the complex is consistently secured.

• **Maximize Operational Budgets**
  With Pelco Smart Compression technology and h.265, the most efficient video compression standard, security personnel will be able to experience a detailed image that won’t strain storage budgets.

• **Comprehensive Support and Training**
  Professional Services offers a single point of contact for security managers, where you can also access comprehensive and informative operator trainings that are designed to help you understand evolving surveillance technologies and trends. You can also save on time and costs with Professional Services’ other offerings, which include audits of current systems, design support for new constructions, on-site/virtual training, and on-site/virtual configurations.

• **Open and Integrated**
  With over 100 integration partners, Pelco’s end-to-end solutions are designed to integrate with a wide range of third-party platforms for an interoperable, open video surveillance system that suits your unique security needs.

Contact your local Pelco sales representative or visit our page to learn more about the surveillance solutions we offer office complexes.

See our video on office complex solutions.